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Abstract-The use of biodegradable lubricants in industrial as well as automotive applications has gained significance in recent years. In 

additional the use of biodegradable grease negates the need for additional expenditure to ensure the proper disposal of non 

biodegradable grease calcium sulphonate grease are some of the most versatile grease and are often use as multipurpose grease. This 

biogrease we use in sector like agriculture, forestry, railways, including other areas of applications. This paper presents the optimization 

of biogrease with formulation process and standard proportion in material to obtain parameter like ideal grease which is often used in 

various field.   
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I. Introduction- 

Biogrease is form of semi-solid lubricant use in difficult to 

reach place in mechanical rubbing and dynamic system. 

Biogrease acts as reserviour for a lubricant based fluids. The 

components grease are held together in structured matrix. It 

can demonstrate the properties of a solid or a liquid 

depending on the conditions to which its subjected. 

Vegetable or seed oil are non -toxic in nature and 

biodegreadablethis reduce the adverse effects on the 

environment which is commonly associated with mineral oil 

based grease.  

II. Literature survey- 

The soap crystallite structure impacts grease 

consistency. 

The various performance characteristics of grease in 

automotive and industrial applications are 

dependent on hardness, and this can be traced to 

grease composition and soap fiber structures.  

Unsaturation and fatty acid chain length of soap 

molecule dictate the fiber shape -and distribution.  

The presence of additive in grease gives a soap with 

looser network and larger fiber structure than 

similar grease with no additive(Mr. A. Adhvaryu et 

al in 2005)
[1]

. 

Additives are widely used to improve the lubricant 

performance of base oil. Without additives, even the best 

base fluids are deficient in some features. The performance 

of a lubricant depends collectively on the base oil, additives 

and formulation. Phosphorus, sulphur, zinc 

dialkyldithiophosphates (ZDDP) are examples of some of 

the widely used additives. Sulphur-containing additives are 

probably the earliest known additive compounds in 

lubricants. In recent decades, it had attracted a considerable 

amount of research efforts to further explore their potential 

as effective anti-wear (AW) and extreme pressure (EP) 

additive (Zhang et al.1999; Bhattacharya et al. 1995)
[2]

.  

The Fatty acids, alcohols, amines and esters are some of the 

AW additives used to produce a molecular film adhering to 

the surfaces by physical or chemical adsorption (Stachowiak 

and Batchelor 2005). The effectiveness of the lubricant 

depends greatly on the tenaciousness of the bond between 

the polar end group of the molecular chain and the metal 

surface where it adheres to (Tan et al. 2002)[3]. These 

additives would form layers of iron compounds such as 

sulphides, chlorides and phosphates, respectively, through 

tribochemical reactions (Hsu and Gates 2005). The 

mechanism of lubrication which is influenced by these 

additive elements involves some chemical changes on the 

surface to form a surface protection film. This film is called 

boundary lubricating film or a tribofilm. The tribofilm plays 

a major role in determining the friction and wear of the 

tribological interaction. The morphology, integrity and 

mechanical properties of the tribofilms may vary depending 

on the properties of rubbing material as well as the type of 

lubricant additives used (Biswas 2000; Kim et al. 2001)
[4]

. 

The additive molecules dissolved in the oil are attracted to 

the surfaces by adsorption forces governed by their polarity 

(Sharma et al. 2009; Kalin et al. 2006). It was found that the 

friction reduction effect increased with larger amount of 

adsorptive polar group of the additive in the base oil 

(Tohyama et al. 2009; )[5]. Lithium base lubricating greases 

can be prepared either by batch or continuous processes. 

Such products can be manufactured from either preformed 
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soap or soap prepared in situ. From the standpoint of 

economy and versatility, the latter method is preferable and 

is therefore used by most manufacturers. The exception to 

this last statement is in the case of synthetic lubricating 

fluids. Preformed soaps are desirable in such case because 

some of these fluids such as diesters will hydrolyze in the 

presence of alkalies and heat (Boner, 1954, 1976)[6] and 

Thermogravimetry and differential scanning calorimetry 

tools are used to evaluate ofbase oil, grease and antioxidants 

(Pohlen, 1998; Gatto&Grina, 1999)
[7]

.  

III. Summary: 

From the above literature survey it was found that various 

tribological properties and manufacturing process for bio 

degradeable grease is studied. yield of 58% is expected at an 

optimum pyrolysis temperature of 300°C with smooth 

textureless bio oil. Biogrease composed from biochar and 

waste cooking oil has promising future as reliable 

lubricating greases for plenty of application. Biocharable to 

absorb oil and hold the fluid. The obtained data concerning 

penetration, dropping point and oil separation leads to 

biochar can be used a goodthickener for lubricating greases. 

The application ofwaste cooking oil and rice straw in such 

greases is a wise way to decrease pollution as well as to 

preserve the environment. 

IV. Conclusion: 

The optimize final product formed can be used for various 

lubricating applications. It can have parameters and 

characteristics like a ideal grease. The optimize 

biogreasepasses excellent water resistant, antirust, anti-

corrosive properties. It is non-toxic for the environment. 
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